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Abstract: The middle ear (ME) is a notoriously complicated anatomic structure, geometrically arranged
as irregular interlinked spheroidal and polyhedric cavities dug inside the temporal bone (TB). The bony
walls of these cavities are radiopaque and form the bony support for the D-Organ that we have previously
defined as corresponding to the epithelium covering the Antrum walls (belonging to the central cavities
of the middle ear) and the walls of mastoid and petrous cavities (the peripheral cavities of the ME). The
aim of the study is to define an exact method for categorizing a Unilateral Radiographic COnformation of
the TEmporal Bone in Schuller’s projection (URCOTEBS) under one of the four defined conformations
and using it for practical everyday clinical purposes. The conclusion is that a radiograph in Schuller’s
projection is a concrete way of storing precise information on the status (health/disease) of the D-Organ
and therefore of the ME mucosa. These data is encoded within the image and we aim to decode and
translate them into clinical data. The URCOTEBS results in an overlapping projection of all bony cavities
that comprise the General Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex onto the same plain (film). This charac-
teristic of classical film imaging constitutes an advantage from the multiple CT sections, as far as our
proposed approach goes, because the set of stochastic information is found in the whole of the cavities
taken as one on the same image, to which the measurement gauges can be easily applied. The decoding
must be performed accordingly, and this occurs much faster with conventional radiography. This image
of the TB in Schuller’s projection is a mirror that reflects the status of the ME mucosa, and URCOTEBS
encodes the physiological state of the D-Organ. The present work gives, through stochastic methods,
the key to decoding this information into clinical language. In ascending order of their projection
areas (projection of their Variable Geometry Peripheral Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex) we can rec-
ognize URCOTEBS_d, URCOTEBS_c, URCOTEBS_b, and URCOTEBS_a. The corresponding Greek
letter designates the state of disease for each of these conformations: URCOTEBS_δ, URCOTEBS_γ,
URCOTEBS_β, URCOTEBS_α, and the capital letters define their state of health: URCOTEBS_D, UR-
COTEBS_C, URCOTEBS_B, URCOTEBS_A. URCOTEBS_d is the smallest unilateral radiographic
conformation of the TB in Schuller’s projection and is, by definition, a radiographic image of the state of
disease of the D-Organ. The probability of disease in URCOTEBS_d is 100%. This radiographic system
is readily available and clinically usable.

Keywords: radiology; X-rays; tomography; otitis media; ventilation; anatomy; physiology; statisti-
cal modeling
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1. Introduction

The D-Organ is a unistratified epithelial cellular population of homogenous morphol-
ogy supported by a basilar membrane on top of a conjunctive structure that provides
vascularization and innervation. The final layer of this conjunctive structure is the perios-
teum that binds it to the subjacent bone, which we will term the Variable Geometry Anatomic
Macroscopic Radiopaque Peripheral Support of the D-Organ. This bony structure is geomet-
rically arranged as irregular interlinked spheroidal and polyhedric cavities that form a
common enclosure of completely determined volume Vε [1,2]. The bony walls of these
cavities form the aforementioned bony support. It is self-evident that these walls alone
are dense enough to provide a radiographic image (for ease of description and writing we
shall term this radiopaque); the cavities they define are radiolucent and contain a mix ε of
σ types of respiratory gases saturated with water vapors representing a thermodynamic
system εT completely defined by the three state parameters (pε, Vε, Tε) and delimited from
its external environment (interface) by the unistratified epithelium called the D-Organ [1,2].

Each of these cavities communicates with at least six others (the six directions of
space), which means that each cavity communicates, directly or indirectly, to all others
thus forming the Variable Geometry Peripheral Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex, a term
subservient to the larger term Variable Geometry Peripheral Middle Ear (Figure 1a,b). This
complex communicates to the Non-variable Geometry Central Axial Bony Cavities of the Middle
Ear, which in turn is subordinated to the notion of Non-variable Geometry Central Axial
Middle Ear. The communication takes place through the corresponding orifices found in the
walls of these central cavities (Antrum, Additus, Protympanum, Tympanic cavity)—Figure 2.
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Figure 1. (a) Three-dimensional view of the regular composed geometric body representing the 
geometric–statistic model for the adult temporal bone [2]. (b) Longitudinal axial section through 
the geometric body representing the geometric–statistic model for the adult temporal bone. We 
can observe the position and fraction between the non-variable (central) and variable geometry 
middle ear (peripheral) [2]. 

Figure 1. (a) Three-dimensional view of the regular composed geometric body representing the
geometric–statistic model for the adult temporal bone [2]. (b) Longitudinal axial section through
the geometric body representing the geometric–statistic model for the adult temporal bone. We can
observe the position and fraction between the non-variable (central) and variable geometry middle
ear (peripheral) [2].

The F-Organ is made up of a population of F-Cells whose Anatomic Macroscopic Ra-
diopaque Peripheral Support is represented by the walls of the Non-variable Geometry Central
Axial Bony Cavities of the Middle Ear, except the Antrum, which supports one of the two
D-Cell subpopulations [1,2]. Thus, the cardinal of F-Cell population remains constant through-
out a person’s postnatal life and is two orders of magnitude smaller than the cardinal of
D-Cell population. Practically, we will consider the middle-ear mucosa as a unit and the
pathogenic and surface contribution of the F-Cell population insignificant by comparison to
D-Cell population [1,2].
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional representation of the fixed geometry middle ear and inner ear according
to the geometric model of the temporal bone [2].

We can now define the D-Organ (general D-Cell population) as a sum of two subpopula-
tions of D-Cells:

• Central Axial D-Cell Subpopulation of constant cardinal that has as Anatomic Macroscopic
Radiopaque Bone Support the luminal surface of the Antrum—the size of this surface
is constant throughout the subject’s life starting from the seventh fetal month, and
the cardinal of this subpopulation is constant and much smaller (by two orders of
magnitude) than the other conspecific subpopulation.

• Peripheral D-Cell Subpopulation of variable cardinal that has as Anatomic Macroscopic
Radiopaque Bone Support the variable geometry peripheral middle ear. The size of this
surface grows or stops growing depending on the ratio of diseased D-Cells. The cardi-
nal of this subpopulation is two orders of magnitude larger than the other conspecific
subpopulation.

The D-Cell is a rectangular prism-shaped epithelial cell of minimal dimension (height
hD), perpendicular to the basilar membrane of the epithelium and the maximum dimension
(lD) parallel to the basilar membrane [1,2]—Figure 3.
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From a stochastic perspective, the D-Cell represents the statistical unit of the D-Cell
general population (the cardinal of D-Cells comprising the D-Organ).

From a physiological point of view, each D-Cell is a functional unit of the D-Organ and
it works as an energy consuming ionic membrane pump, working against trans-membrane
and trans-cellular pressure gradients to transfer the three respiratory gas species (molecular
oxygen, carbon dioxide, molecular nitrogen) from the internal environment of the human
body into the middle-ear cavities. More precisely, there are three species of trans-membrane
pumps corresponding to the three species of respiratory gases, all exclusively localized
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within the luminal membrane of the cell (one of the six surfaces of the cellular membrane)
that faces the peripheral cavities of the middle ear (including the Antrum). This membrane
is permeable to passive diffusion of respiratory gases (the F*-Function of the D-Cell) [1,2]
according to Fick’s law, similar to all membranes of the other human cells. The F-Organ
fulfills the F-Function, which means the passive diffusion of respiratory gas molecules from
the cavities of the ME into the internal environment of the body according to pressure
gradients governed by Fick’s law [1,2].

From a geometric, stochastic, and radiologic perspective, the D-Organ represents the
sum of all D-Cells or the static general population of D-Cells. Axiomatically, we consider
that the D-Cell can only be in one of the two complementary states: functional (Healthy)
or non-functional (Diseased). We have previously stated that a halt in mastoid growth
(Variable Geometry Peripheral Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex—Figure 2) occurs when the
number of diseased D-Cells (D-function abolished) lays within the closed interval [0.28; 0.5].
The mastoid keeps growing as long as the number of diseased D-Cells is within the closed
interval [0; 0.27]. The unilateral radiographic examination of the temporal bone (mastoid)
in Schuller’s projection shows the degree of development (growth) of the Variable Geometry
Peripheral Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex, which is the Variable Geometry Anatomic
Macroscopic Radiopaque Peripheral Support of the D-Organ and therefore the Variable Geometry
Anatomic Macroscopic Radiopaque Peripheral Support of the Middle-ear Mucosa.

We would like to point out that this is osseous support and is defined by variable geo-
metric sizes. These sizes are in themselves precise information on the status (health/disease)
of the D-Organ and therefore of the ME mucosa. Thus, this bony structure is the material
support for information encoded in its geometrical sizes and the radiographic image of the
structure is the transcription of this stochastic information on film. The conclusion is that a
radiograph in Schuller’s projection is a concrete way of storing information on the status
(health/disease) of the D-Organ and therefore of the ME mucosa. These data is encoded
within the image and we aim to decode and translate them into clinical data.

The unilateral radiographic examination of the temporal bone (mastoid) in Schuller’s
projection results in an overlapping projection of all bony cavities that comprise the General
Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex onto the same plain (film), and this constitutes an
advantage from the multiple CT sections because the set of stochastic information is found
in the whole of the cavities taken as one. The decoding must be performed accordingly, and
this occurs much faster with conventional radiography, although other imagistic methods
such as CT-scan and sometimes MRI are considered the standard in today’s medicine.

2. Materials and Methods

In our previous article, we postulated that the state of the D-Organ (health/disease)
can be statistically quantitatively defined, which gives the possibility of explaining the
disease of the D-Organ (Chronic Inflammation of the ME Mucosa) through probability theory
and mathematical statistics (stochastic).

We define chronic inflammation as a pathological status determined by irreversible
intracellular lesions that annihilate the D-Function [1,2]. This is equivalent to total and
permanent functional incapacity of the D-Cell exclusively in regard to the D-Function. All
other cellular functions, including the F*-Function, remain normal. This means that

Diseased D-Cell ≡ Non-functional D-Cell (permanent loss of D-Function) ≡
D-Cell with irreversible lesions ≡ D-Cell with chronic lesions.

(1)

Healthy D-Cell ≡ Functional D-Cell.

As a consequence, the Chronic Inflammatory Disease of the ME Mucosa is equivalent to
the disease status of the D-Organ, a status previously defined by quantitative statistical
methods (1). We can state D-Organ disease when the specific weight of non-functional
D-Cells is equal or higher than 28% but lower or equal to 50%. The principle behind this has
been enunciated over 200 years ago by the French physician and surgeon François Joseph
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Victor Broussais (1772–1838), who advocated the identity between physiology and pathology
and that diseases are merely the effects of simple changes in intensity in the action of the
stimulants that are indispensable for maintaining health [3,4]. This idea will be later on
adopted by the philosopher and sociologist Isidore Marie Auguste François Xavier Comte
(1798–1857), who postulated that the identity of the normal and the pathological is affirmed
as the acquisition of knowledge about the normal [4,5], and by the father of experimental
physiology and founder of experimental medicine, Claude Bernard (1813–1878), who, on
the contrary, moves from the normal to the pathological with the aim of rational action
directed at the pathological [4–6]. Broussais stated that all disease is an inflammation
and irritation of tissues, especially of the digestive tract. He also invents the principle of
identity between normal and pathologic, the only difference being of a quantitative nature.
Acute inflammation is a totally reversible status that also may interest the D-Organ at times
but only transitory and without permanent effects. There is no filiation between the two
types of inflammations (reversible/irreversible–acute/chronic) and therefore there is no
pathogenic linkage between the acute disease of the ME (acute otitis media) and chronic
disease of the ME (chronic otitis media), which we especially term Chronic Inflammatory
Disease of the ME Mucosa to make this distinction.

The fact that the status of the D-Organ is completely defined by two closed numerical
intervals {[0; 0.27]; [0.28; 0.5]} representing the weight of D-Cells with irreversible lesions
demonstrates that we are dealing with random mass phenomena that can be studied
through probability theory and statistics. The essential characteristic of these phenomena
is stability (consistency) of occurrence frequency.

The nature of the pathological agents and their interaction with the D-Cells interests
us only to the extent where we can define the sum “S” of all conditions that ensure that the
discussed events are random, independent, and mass events. The outside agent capable of
producing a chronic lesion has, in itself, nothing special apart from the chance of interacting
at a given time with the D-Cells (statistic units of a given population). By outside agent, we
mean outside of the D-Cell, both surrounding environment and inside the subject’s body.
We will disregard the biological nature of the studied events (assailant agents, interaction
between agents and cells, results of such interactions) and we will only calculate the odds
(probability) of such events occurring (odds of assailant agents coming in contact with cells
and odds of producing chronic irreversible lesions).

Question 1—What is the probability that an assailant agent comes into contact with the cells of
the D-Organ? This is a complete set of events formed by two complementary (incompatible,
opposing) events: E1 = YES [comes into contact]; E2 = NO [does not come into contact],
which leads to the equality of the two probabilities P(E1) = P(E2) = 1/2. The two events
form the certain event partitioning, which means the concomitant existence of the assailant
agent and D-Organ.

Question 2—What is the probability that once in contact to the D-Cell the assailant agent
interacts or does not interact with it? This is also a complete set of events similar to the
previous, formed by two complementary (incompatible, opposing) events: E3 = YES [it
interacts]; E4 = NO [does not interact], which leads to the equality of the two probabilities
P(E3) = P(E4) = 1/2. This is the certain event partitioning, which means the potential
existence of interaction between the assailant agent and D-Cells (implicitly D-Function).

Question 3—starting from the two previous answers, we propose the following problem:
Using the unreplaced ball principle, also known as hypergeometric distribution [7,8] (Figure 4),

let us calculate the probability of obtaining random events with the following experiment: in
an urn there are 50 black balls and 100 white balls (the ratio signifies the biological defense
mechanisms of the D-Cell against any type of aggression—if the assailant agent interacts with
the cell, the chances of irreversible damage are 50%); we extract 100 balls from the urn without
returning any of them (the unreturned ball). Determine the probability of achieving a series of
25 independent, random events, meaning the pairs of integer numbers starting with 2 black
balls–98 white balls and continuing with 4 black balls–96 white balls, 6 black balls–94 white
balls . . . all the way to 50 black balls–50 white balls.
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Figure 4. The unreturned ball principle.

The number of black balls represents the weight of chronically diseased D-Cells (irre-
versible). This status is determined by the interaction between the assailant agent and the
D-cell population and is assessed as such at the end of all contact between the two entities.
The number of white balls represents the weight of healthy D-Cells (complementary), also
assessed at the end of all contact between the two entities.

We have axiomatically conferred to the body’s defense mechanism and therefore to
the D-Cell also the intrinsic capacity to cut the chances of assailant success (irreversible
lesions) in half: 100 white balls versus 50 black balls. This means that Question 3 can
be stated as follows: Determine the probability of achieving a series of 25 independent,
random events completely defined by 25 pairs of integer numbers representing the weight
of complementary diseased and healthy D-Cells (Weightdiseased cells = 1 −Weighthealthy cells).
These 25 events represent the partition of the event E1 = YES [comes into contact] with an
already known probability of 1/2 and 25 possible manners of intensity of said aggression.
These probabilities are valid for a single D-Cell population forming a single D-Organ located
in the temporal bone of a single individual. To obtain information regarding the general
human population or a segment thereof, the corresponding temporal bone population
(one-side), and the corresponding D-Organ population for these TBs, we must calculate the
probabilities of achieving each of these 25 events this time considered as Exclusive Random
Events. We shall use Poisson’s scheme [9,10] (Figure 5). In other words, we must calculate
the probability of having one of the 25 Independent Random Events without having any of
the other (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Probabilities of achieving the 25 Random Exclusive Events calculated with the unreturned
ball scheme and Poisson’s scheme.

Event Index
White Balls
(Weight of

Healthy D-Cells)

Black Balls
(Weight of

Diseased D-Cells)
Event

Primitive Probability
(Unreturned Ball

Scheme and Poisson’s
Scheme)

Corrected
Primitive

Probability
(Brought to 1/2 )

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 98 2 98_2 2.46 × 10−10 1.23 × 10−10

2 96 4 96_4 5.67 × 10−9 2.84 × 10−9

3 94 6 94_6 8.22 × 10−8 4.11 × 10−8

4 92 8 92_8 8.41 × 10−7 4.20 × 10−7

5 90 10 90_10 6.47 × 10−6 3.23 × 10−6

6 88 12 88_12 3.90 × 10−5 1.95 × 10−5

7 86 14 86_14 1.89 × 10−4 9.46 × 10−5

8 84 16 84_16 7.54 × 10−4 3.77 × 10−4

9 82 18 82_18 2.50 × 10−3 1.25 × 10−3

10 80 20 80_20 7.02 × 10−3 3.51 × 10−3

11 78 22 78_22 1.67 × 10−2 8.36 × 10−3

12 76 24 76_24 3.42 × 10−2 1.71 × 10−2

13 74 26 74_26 6.03 × 10−2 3.01 × 10−2

14 72 28 72_28 9.21 × 10−2 4.61 × 10−2

15 70 30 70_30 1.22 × 10−1 6.12 × 10−2

16 68 32 68_32 1.42 × 10−1 7.10 × 10−2

17 66 34 66_34 1.44 × 10−1 7.21 × 10−2

18 64 36 64_36 1.28 × 10−1 6.41 × 10−2

19 62 38 62_38 1.00 × 10−1 5.01 × 10−2

20 60 40 60_40 6.88 × 10−2 3.44 × 10−2

21 58 42 58_42 4.15 × 10−2 2.08 × 10−2

22 56 44 56_44 2.20 × 10−2 1.10 × 10−2

23 54 46 54_46 1.03 × 10−2 5.15 × 10−3

24 52 48 52_48 4.22 × 10−3 2.11 × 10−3

25 50 50 50_50 1.52 × 10−3 7.62 × 10−4

Sum of calculated probabilities 100% 50%

The complementary event to E1 is E2 = NO [does not come into contact], also with a
1/2 probability. This one is equivalent to the 100% weight of healthy D-Cells and also 0%
weight of diseased D-Cells. To facilitate this, the last event we discuss had the index 0 and
was called Event 100_0 (100% white balls, 0% black balls)—see Table 2. This finally defines
a complete system of 26 Exclusive Random Events of known probabilities (Table 2).

Table 2. Probabilities of the complete 26 Exclusive Random Events system.

Event Index
White Balls
(Weight of

Healthy D-Cells)

Black Balls
(Weight of

Diseased D-Cells)
Event

Primitive Probability
(Unreturned Ball

Scheme and Poisson’s
Scheme)

Corrected
Primitive

Probability
(Brought to 100%)

1 2 3 4 5 6

0 100 0 100_0 5.00 × 10−1 5.00 × 10−1

1 98 2 98_2 2.46 × 10−10 1.23 × 10−10

2 96 4 96_4 5.68 × 10−9 2.84 × 10−9

3 94 6 94_6 8.24 × 10−8 4.12 × 10−8

4 92 8 92_8 8.43 × 10−7 4.21 × 10−7

5 90 10 90_10 6.48 × 10−6 3.24 × 10−6
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Table 2. Cont.

Event Index
White Balls
(Weight of

Healthy D-Cells)

Black Balls
(Weight of

Diseased D-Cells)
Event

Primitive Probability
(Unreturned Ball

Scheme and Poisson’s
Scheme)

Corrected
Primitive

Probability
(Brought to 100%)

6 88 12 88_12 3.91 × 10−5 1.95 × 10−5

7 86 14 86_14 1.89 × 10−4 9.47 × 10−5

8 84 16 84_16 7.55 × 10−4 3.78 × 10−4

9 82 18 82_18 2.50 × 10−3 1.25 × 10−3

10 80 20 80_20 7.03 × 10−3 3.52 × 10−3

11 78 22 78_22 1.67 × 10−2 8.37 × 10−3

12 76 24 76_24 3.43 × 10−2 1.71 × 10−2

13 74 26 74_26 6.04 × 10−2 3.02 × 10−2

14 72 28 72_28 9.23 × 10−2 4.61 × 10−2

15 70 30 70_30 1.22 × 10−1 6.11 × 10−2

16 68 32 68_32 1.42 × 10−1 7.11 × 10−2

17 66 34 66_34 1.44 × 10−1 7.21 × 10−2

18 64 36 64_36 1.28 × 10−1 6.41 × 10−2

19 62 38 62_38 1.00 × 10−1 5.01 × 10−2

20 60 40 60_40 6.89 × 10−2 3.45 × 10−2

21 58 42 58_42 4.16 × 10−2 2.08 × 10−2

22 56 44 56_44 2.20 × 10−2 1.10 × 10−2

23 54 46 54_46 1.03 × 10−2 5.16 × 10−3

24 52 48 52_48 4.23 × 10−3 2.11 × 10−3

25 50 50 50_50 1.52 × 10−3 7.61 × 10−4

Sum of calculated probabilities 1.50 1.00

We notice that the first 14 events in Table 2 (0, 1, 2, . . ., 13) correspond to the definition of
Healthy D-Organ and the last 12 to the Diseased D-Organ [1,2]. Event number 14 represents
the minimum weight of diseased cells, starting from which the growth of the D-Organ
comes to a halt [2]. This event is the key to explaining the entire phenomena. The status
of the D-Organ corresponding to event 14 (Exclusive Event 72_28) will be completely
determined if it can be identified with its physical (geometric) and functional (metabolic
energy consumption of a D-Cell, qi) status at the time of birth (the D-Organ becomes
functional starting from the seventh fetal month) [1].

During intra-uterine life, any of the abovementioned events is axiomatically consid-
ered as impossible events (probability 0). If we admit this postulate, then the moment of
birth is defined as a benchmark (numerical value 1) for the functional status (metabolic
energy consumption necessary for D-Function) and anatomic (number of D-Cells) status,
reflected by the geometric measures of the Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex and the
Anatomic Macroscopic Radiopaque Bony Support of the D-Organ. In other words, we confer the
numerical value 1 to the two characteristics of the D-Organ considered at the moment of
birth: metabolic energy consumption and geometric measurements.

Starting from this and based on Geometric–statistical model for middle-ear anatomy and
ventilation [2] (Figure 6) and the Thermodynamic Model for Middle-Ear Ventilation [1], we can
determine a matrix based on the data from the 26 Exclusive Random Events with their
corresponding probabilities (Table 3). The connection between this data matrix and practice
(clinical) is the unilateral radiograph of the TB under Schuller’s projection (the geometrical
measurements belonging to the said matrix)—see Table 3, column 8.

The starting point for this connection is the axiomatic definition of the equivalency be-
tween the series of the last 12 events (E14–E25) in the data matrix to any experimental series
of the smallest unilateral radiographic images of the Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex and
the Anatomic Macroscopic Radiopaque Bony Support of the D-Organ or of the smallest unilateral
radiographic conformations of the TB in Schuller’s projection (URCOTEBS), which we will
note as URCOTEBS_d. This series of events completely defines the state of disease.
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Table 3. Data matrix.

Event
Index Event

Unilateral
Radiographic
Conformation

of the
Temporal
Bone in

Schuller’s
Projection

White Balls
(Weight of

Healthy
D-Cells) [%]

Black Balls
(Weight of
Diseased

D-Cells) [%]

Corrected
Primitive

Probability
(from the

Unreturned Ball
Scheme and

Poisson’s Scheme)
(Brought to 100%)

Energy
Consumption

Relative to
Consumption
at the Time of

Birth

Total Volume of
Pneumatized

Cavities Relative
to the Volume at
the Time of Birth

1 2 3 4 5 6′ 7 8

0 100_0 a 100 0 5.00 × 10−1 3% 6.00
1 98_2 a 98 2 1.23 × 10−10 6% 5.64
2 96_4 a 96 4 2.84 × 10−9 9% 5.29
3 94_6 a 94 6 4.12 × 10−8 12% 4.93
4 92_8 a 92 8 4.21 × 10−7 15% 4.57
5 90_10 a 90 10 3.24 × 10−6 18% 4.21

6 88_12 b 88 12 1.95 × 10−5 21% 3.86
7 86_14 b 86 14 9.47 × 10−5 24% 3.50
8 84_16 b 84 16 3.78 × 10−4 28% 3.14
9 82_18 b 82 18 1.25 × 10−3 31% 2.79

10 80_20 b 80 20 3.52 × 10−3 34% 2.43

11 78_22 c 78 22 8.37 × 10−3 37% 2.07
12 76_24 c 76 24 1.71 × 10−2 40% 1.71
13 74_26 c 74 26 3.02 × 10−2 43% 1.36
14 72_28 d 72 28 4.61 × 10−2 100.00% 1
15 70_30 d 70 30 6.11 × 10−2 103% 1

16 68_32 d 68 32 7.11 × 10−2 106% 1
17 66_34 d 66 34 7.21 × 10−2 109% 1
18 64_36 d 64 36 6.41 × 10−2 112% 1
19 62_38 d 62 38 5.01 × 10−2 115% 1
20 60_40 d 60 40 3.45 × 10−2 118% 1

21 58_42 d 58 42 2.08 × 10−2 121% 1
22 56_44 d 56 44 1.10 × 10−2 124% 1
23 54_46 d 54 46 5.16 × 10−3 128% 1
24 52_48 d 52 48 2.11 × 10−3 131% 1
25 50_50 d 50 50 7.61 × 10−4 134% 1

Sum of calculated probabilities 1.00

The matrix also completely defines the other three types of unilateral radiographic con-
formations of the TB in Schuller’s projection (URCOTEBS), which we termed in ascending
order of their projection areas (projection of their Variable Geometry Peripheral Endo-temporal
Bony Cavity Complex): URCOTEBS_c, URCOTEBS_b, URCOTEBS_a. This definition is,
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after all, the concatenation of the matrix data based on the scaling theory and classification
theory. Also note that we used the corresponding Greek letter to designate the state of
disease for each of these conformations: URCOTEBS_δ, URCOTEBS_γ, URCOTEBS_β,
URCOTEBS_α, and capital letters for their state of health: URCOTEBS_D, URCOTEBS_C,
URCOTEBS_B, URCOTEBS_A.

Table 4 presents the complete definitions of the four radiographic conformations, each
representing an Exclusive Random Event and having its own probability. The stability (con-
sistency) of this probability is the essential characteristic of Random Mass Events. By mass,
we understand both the D-Cell population and also any general human population. Thus,
Random Mass Events have a defining general tendency toward constancy of probability
achievement.

Table 4. Data matrix concentrated on defining the unilateral radiographic conformations of the TB in
Schuller’s projection through mean numerical values of the energy and volume contribution, as well
as the weight of healthy and diseased D-Cells.

Unilateral
Radiographic

Conformations
of the TB in
Schuller’s
Projection

(URCOTEBS)

Event Index
White Balls
(Weight of

Healthy
D-Cells) [%]

Black Balls
(Weight of
Diseased

D-Cells) [%]

Corrected
Primitive

Probability
(from the

Unreturned Ball
Scheme and

Poisson’s
Scheme)

(Brought to
100%)

Mean Energy
Consumption

Relative to
Consumption at
the Time of Birth

(qi)

Total Volume of
Pneumatized

Cavities Relative
to the Volume at
the time of Birth

(vi)

1′ 2′ 3′ 4′ 5′ 6 7′
a 0–5 95 5 5.97 × 10−1 10.72% 5.11
b 6–10 84 16 7.54 × 10−3 27.56% 3.14
c 11–13 76 24 1.33 × 10−1 39.80% 1.71
d 14–25 61 39 2.62 × 10−1 108.51% 1

Sum of calculated probabilities 1.00

According to the law of large numbers (Moivre–Laplace), the frequency of general
prevalence of the four unilateral radiographic conformations of the TB tends to be always
the same for any given general human population (Table 5). Also see Table 6 for visual
reference.

Table 5. The probabilities of Exclusive Random Events achievement constituted by the four Uni-
lateral Radiographic Conformations (URCOTEBS): URCOTEBS_d; URCOTEBS_c; URCOTEBS_b;
URCOTEBS_a.

Event Index
White Balls
(Weight of

Healthy D-Cells) [%]

Black Balls
(Weight of

Diseased D-Cells) [%]

Corrected Primitive
Probability

(from the Unreturned Ball
Scheme and Poisson’s

Scheme) (Brought to 100%)

2′ 4′ 5′ 6′

0–5 95 5 5.97 × 10−1

6–10 84 16 7.54 × 10−3

11–13 76 24 1.33 × 10−1

14–25 61 39 2.62 × 10−1

Sum of calculated probabilities 1.00
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Table 6. Schematic images of each URCOTEBS conformation.
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δ Certain event P€ = 100%

3. Results

The aim of the study is to define an exact method for categorizing a unilateral radio-
graphic scan of the TB (mastoid) in Schuller’s projection (URCOTEBS) under one of the
four conformations and using it for practical everyday clinical purposes.
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The otic capsule (OC) achieves its maximum volume during the seventh month of fetal
life and from the moment of birth has a maximum 2 mm. appositional growth only. In other
words, if we consider the OC as a spherical object, the adult sphere is only 2 mm. larger than
the newborn sphere. Based on these considerations, we can define the radiographic opacity
of the OC as the gauge for measuring the projection area of the Variable Geometry Peripheral
Endo-temporal Bony Cavity Complex or the Anatomic Macroscopic Radiopaque Bony Support of
the D-Organ. For achieving graphic accuracy, we will circumscribe the radiographic opacity
of the OC inside an equilateral triangle as a measuring reference. This is the most internal
triangle of the orthogonal axial projection of the base of the regular composite geometric
figure that is the geometric model of the TB in newborns and adults. This equilateral
triangle has practically the same area in both newborns and adults. In Figure 7, we notice
how the projection of the Non-variable Geometry Central Axial Bony Cavities of the Middle
ear is inscribed within the triangle (Also see Figures 1 and 2).
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capsule are of the same areas. 

Figure 7. Axial orthogonal projections of the base of regular composed geometrical bodies represent-
ing the geometric–statistic model of the adult (a) and newborn (b) temporal bone. We can observe that
the Central Axial Non-variable Geometry of the middle ears of adults and newborns has practically
the same shape and size and that the equilateral triangles circumscribing it and the otic capsule are of
the same areas.

The following graphic representations will depict the external circle of the orthogonal
projection of the basis of the geometric figure in adults and the inner most equilateral
triangle of the projection in newborns (Figure 7). We will also use a corresponding semicircle
and the drawn schematics of a Schuller radiograph inscribed within the initial circle. By
overlapping the three figures, namely the circle, semicircle, and drawing (Figure 8), we will
establish the natural position of the initially described triangle. This triangle inscribes the
projection of the following structures on radiographic film: OC opacity (bony labyrinth),
non-variable geometry central axial middle ear (non-variable geometry cavities), coaxial
transparency of the internal and external acoustic meatus. (Figures 7–12).
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the base of the orthogonal projection of the geometric body resulting from modelling the adult ME.
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Figure 10. URCOTEBS_c. The measuring gauge and the projection area of the Anatomic Macroscopic
Radiopaque Peripheral Support of the D-Organ superimposed on the radiographic image of the TB.
In the case of a URCOTEBS_c, the projection area has a mean value 1.71 times larger than the gauge
area (see Table 4, column 7).
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Figure 11. URCOTEBS_b. The measuring gauge and the projection area of the Anatomic Macro-
scopic Radiopaque Peripheral Support of the D-Organ superimposed on the radiographic image of
the TB. In the case of a URCOTEBS_b, the projection area has a mean value 3.14 times larger than
the gauge area (see Table 4, column 7).
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Figure 12. URCOTEBS_a. The measuring gauge and the projection area of the Anatomic Macroscopic
Radiopaque Peripheral Support of the D-Organ superimposed on the radiographic image of the TB.
In the case of a URCOTEBS_a, the projection area has a mean value 5.11 times larger than the gauge
area (see Table 4, column 7).

In this manner, we can describe schematic images of radiographs, analog icons, stylized
icons, all of which represent the unilateral radiographic conformations of the TB in Schuller’s
projection (URCOTEBS). See Tables 6–8.

From the previous paragraphs, we conclude that the equilateral triangle as a measuring
gauge is implicitly present in any radiograph of any patient, and we only need to draw
it upon the radiographic film (Figures 9–12). Thus, any radiograph of any patient will
have its own measuring triangle and we will use a reference scale to measure the area
of the Anatomic Macroscopic Radiopaque Bony Support of the D-Organ. This represents an
enormous practical advantage. In other words, each image contains in itself the first
division (0–1) and the first point (the equilateral triangle of point 1) of a unique measuring
scale (reference scale). This means that the radiographic projection of the Variable Geometry
Peripheral Middle Ear to be measured with this scale is outside the triangle gauge perimeter.
We will draw next the contour of the Variable Geometry Peripheral Middle Ear, and this
will be inscribed within an equilateral triangle larger than the gauge triangle as shown
in Figures 9–12. Finally, we calculate the ratio between the area of the gauge and the
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area of the projection triangle. Based on this numerical value and the values in the data
matrix (Table 3, column 8 and Table 4, column 7), we can fit each unilateral radiographic
image within one of the previously defined conformations (URCOTEBS_d, URCOTEBS_c,
URCOTEBS_b, URCOTEBS_a).

Table 7. Analog icons for URCOTEBS.

Health Icons Disease Icons
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In this manner, we can draw the following: schematic images of the radiographs of
the four URCOTEBS (see Table 6), analog icons for URCOTEBS (Table 7), stylized icons for
URCOTEBS (Table 8).

4. Discussions

Starting from the conclusions that we already presented in our previous articles, we
can safely state that the growth of the mastoid stops when the weight of diseased D-Cells
is equal or higher than 28% [1,2]. Based on this, we can determine the growth rate of the
D-Organ (Table 3, column 8 and Table 4, column 7). This growth is an analytical function of
the weight of diseased D-Cells. Determining this ratio was achieved by defining the level of
anatomic (geometric) development of the D-Organ at the moment of birth by the numerical
value 1 and simply applying the rule of three.
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Initially, only four numerical values for the weight of diseased D-Cells were determined
{[0; 0.27]; [0.28; 0.5]} representing the limits of two variation intervals. These intervals have a
very precise significance by defining the states of health and disease of the D-Organ [2]. The
other previously undetermined values of the weight of diseased cells have been completely
defined by approaching the pathology problem exclusively from a probability theory point
of view.

We must now decode the statistic and probabilistic information encrypted in each
type of URCOTEBS conformation. Each radiograph is encrypting statistic and stochastic
data regarding the status of the D-Organ. We consider URCOTEBS a mirror that never lies
about the Danaid Organ.

URCOTEBS_d is, by definition, a radiographic image of the state of disease of the D-
Organ [2]. Thus, the probability of disease in a URCOTEBS_d is 100% [1]. This is a certain
event probability [2], and this conformation is pathognomonic for Chronic Inflammation of
the ME Mucosa. We must now determine the homologous probabilities for the other three
conformations. The answer lies in the conclusion on the reasons for mastoid growth [2]. It is
a question of metabolic energy economy for performing the D-Function. Once saved, it will
be redistributed to defense mechanisms and other cellular function that require metabolic
energy. This means that the probability of irreversible lesion is an analytical function of the
energy consumption required for performing the D-Function. Thus, mastoid growth means
increasing chances of maintaining health status [2].

A mathematical determination of the energy consumption reduction rate is identical
to determining the volume growth rate. The data matrix (Table 3, column 6) contains nu-
merical values for these determinations. Table 4 contains the processed values for the same
determinations. Based on these values, we calculate the probability for disease presence
for each of the three conformations—URCOTEBS_c, URCOTEBS_b, URCOTEBS_a. The
mathematical relations for these calculations (Equations (1)–(7)) are based on the rule of
three. It is self-explanatory that, based on complementarity, we implicitly also determined
the probability for health status (Tables 9 and 10, Equations (1)–(7)).

Middle-ear pathology leading to hearing loss is the most serious problem confronting
the otologist, as the WHO estimates that between 65 and 330 million individuals suffer from
some form of middle ear suppuration and that 50% of them suffer from hearing impair-
ment, which could also be caused by a number of clinical and environmental factors [11–13].
The middle-ear or tympanic cavity is a very complicated structure, with notoriously in-
tricate small-sized segments geometrically arranged as irregular interlinked spheroidal
and polyhedric cavities. The geometry of the mastoid air cells system (MACS) has not
been described for adults over a large range of MACS volumes [14], but numerous studies
reports that these volumes are indirectly related to predisposition for middle-ear pathology
such as chronic otitis media [15–19]. Measuring the size and pneumatization of the mastoid
bone has been a current issue with otologists, as MACS functions as a gas reserve for the ME
and slows the rate of middle-ear pressure decrease between Eustachian tube openings [20].
This would mean that MACS and not the Eustachian tube is the primary gas source for the
ME [1,2,21]. The methods for measuring the volumes include the water-weight method,
the pressurized transducer method, and planimetric methods [22–24].

The volume of interconnected air cells is difficult to measure, which is why various
methods have been employed: researchers such as Palva et al., Csakanyi et al., and Valtonen
et al., use planimetric methods [19,25–28], while others such as Koç et al., Vrabec et al., and
Lee et al., advocate for volumetric methods [24–26,29–32]. An article by Park et al., reported
that the MACS surface area is a linear function of the MACS volume [23]. This is also
confirmed by the studies of Swarts et al., and Colhoun et al. [14,33], who used Schuller’s
projection X-rays and reconstructions from CT sections to document this linear relationship
with a high correlation coefficient (r ≈ 0.77 and r ≈ 0.95, respectively). The conclusion of
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all this research is that relatively simple X-ray procedures can be used to screen ears for the
MACS volume [14].

f (α) = 1− f (A) =
1

1 + ∑5
t=1 λqt(d; Γt) + ∑5

t=1 q(a)qt(d; Γt)
(1)

f (β) = 1− f (B) =
1

1 + ∑5
t=1 q(b)qt(d; Γt)

(2)

f (γ) = 1− f (C) =
1

1 + ∑5
t=1 q(c)qt(d; Γt)

(3)

f (δ) = 1; f (D) = 0 (4)

Equations (1)–(4): Mathematical expressions of the probability of disease presence for
each type of URCOTEBS [7–10].

λ =
Qnb

ui

Qa
ui

=
αAD

a

AD
nb

= 7.87 (5)

θ =
Va

ε

Vnb
ε

= 6.02 (6)

Vε =
mΩ0(q + 3)

4WρΩ
(7)

Equations (5)–(7): The relations upon which the mathematical expressions of disease
presence probability are founded for each type of URCOTEBS. These relations are the
consequence of mathematical modeling (thermodynamic and geometric–statistical) of the
structures and functions of the middle ear [1,2].

Table 9. Decoding stochastic information within any URCOTEBS, starting from the moment it was
classified within one of the four conformations relative to the Disease Status of ME Mucosa.

Disease Status of D-Organ (Disease of the Middle-Ear Mucosa)

URCOTEBS
Generic
Symbol

URCOTEBS
Disease

State
Symbol

Initial
Exclusive
Random

Event Index

Index
Eveniment

Aleator
Exclusiv
Ulterior

Initial
White Balls

(Mean
Weight of
Healthy

D-Cells) [%]

Subsequent
White Balls

(Mean
Weight of
Healthy

D-Cells) [%]

Initial
Black Balls

(Mean
Weight of
Diseased

D-Cells) [%]

Subsequent
Black Balls

(Mean
Weight of
Diseased

D-Cells) [%]

Probability

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a α 0–5 14–25 95 61 5 39 0.60%
b β 6–10 14–25 84 61 16 39 1.40%
c γ 11–13 14–25 76 61 24 39 7.90%
d δ 14–25 no 61 no 39 no 100%

Table 10. Decoding stochastic information within any URCOTEBS, starting from the moment it was
classified within one of the four conformations relative to the Health Status of ME Mucosa.

Health status of D-Organ (Health of the Middle-ear Mucosa)

URCOTEBS
Generic
symbol

URCOTEBS
Health State Symbol

Initial Exclusive
Random Event

Index

Initial
White Balls

(Mean Weight of
Healthy D-Cells)

[%]

Initial
Black Balls

(Mean Weight of
Diseased D-Cells)

[%]

Probability

1 2 3 4 5 6
a A 0–5 95 5 99.40%
b B 6–10 84 16 98.60%
c C 11–13 76 24 92.10%
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Due to the anatomic complexity, several mathematical models (static and dynamic behav-
iors) have been used to study ME function, all of them based on deterministic approaches [34–38].
Lumped element models, distributed parameter models, multi-body systems, and finite el-
ement models have been used to assess the function of the healthy ME [39,40], to evaluate
pathological conditions [41], and also to verify results of ossicular chain reconstruction [42,43].
Because the high degree of variability among individuals leads to large discrepancies among
samples, the ME behaves as an uncertain system, which means that stochastic models become
very useful [34,44]. Modeling a dynamical system with uncertainties has been presented in
the literature [45] and employs two groups of methods: parametric and nonparametric. Para-
metric approaches associate the uncertainties with the physical parameters of the system, and
each parameter is treated as a random variable with a defined statistics, while nonparametric
techniques deal with the uncertainties directly in the mathematical operators (matrices) of the
system. The nonparametric probabilistic approach was proposed in 2000 by Soize et al., to
consider the ME, and it was used to develop a stochastic model of the ME by Lobato et al., in
2022 [34,45,46]. It has also been applied in different contexts of uncertain structural dynamics,
such as composite panels [34,47,48], automotive vehicles [34,49], drill-strings [34,50], and her-
metic compressors [34,51]. Artificial intelligence (AI) shows promising results in the context of
patient care, and several AI methods such as binary classification and logistic function could
prove very useful for our future research [52]. Although the measuring gauge is currently
manually drawn on the radiograph and is specific for each radiographic image, we envision
the development of a software capable of directly applying the measuring gauge by using our
theories. As previously shown, we use two equilateral triangles circumscribed to (1) the circular
or oval transparency constituted by the almost total superimposing of the opacities of the two
acoustic meati (external and internal); and (2) the opacity of the otic capsule and the tympanic
bone. The second triangle circumscribes the endo-temporal cavity complex. We then calculate
the ratio between the two surfaces to obtain the corresponding type of URCOTEBS.

Statistical calibration has also been used on geometry-based models such as the finite
element (FE) model to calculate dynamic characteristics of the middle ear [39,53–56].

5. Conclusions

The unilateral radiographic image of the TB in Schuller’s projection is a mirror that
reflects the status of the ME mucosa, and URCOTEBS encodes the physiological state of
the D-Organ. The present work gives the key to decoding this information into clinical
language. The URCOTEBS matrix completely defines four types of unilateral radiographic
conformations of the TB in Schuller’s projection, which we termed, in ascending order of
their projection areas (projection of their Variable Geometry Peripheral Endo-temporal Bony
Cavity Complex) URCOTEBS_d, URCOTEBS_c, URCOTEBS_b, and URCOTEBS_a. The
corresponding Greek letter designates the state of disease for each of these conforma-
tions: URCOTEBS_δ, URCOTEBS_γ, URCOTEBS_β, URCOTEBS_α, and the capital
letters define their state of health: URCOTEBS_D, URCOTEBS_C, URCOTEBS_B, UR-
COTEBS_A.

URCOTEBS_d is the smallest unilateral radiographic conformation of the TB in
Schuller’s projection and is, by definition, a radiographic image of the state of disease
of the D-Organ. The probability of disease in a URCOTEBS_d is 100%.

Starting from defining the D-Organ, we can now study all its essential aspects by using
the unilateral radiographic image of the TB in Schuller’s projection. This is achievable
with stochastic analysis. These results are only a premise for future practical application.
The discussion about the D-Organ as an odd-numbered organ is necessary but by no means
sufficient both from a pathological and a clinical point of view, since both these perspectives
require the study the D-Organ as a pair. This will be the subject of future work on BIlateral
Radiographic COnformation of the TEmporal Bone in Schuller’s projection (BIRCOTEBS).
This radiographic system is very practical, cheap, readily available, and clinically usable as
we defined in this paper.
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A probabilistic reasoning is one that most people use to draw conclusions from
incomplete or imperfect data. Even though measuring, reasoning, or communicating are
possible without the use of probability theory, we consider it, as others have before us,
indispensable and unavoidable in science. The material universe, including living creatures,
is made up, as the name suggests, of matter. Some aspects of life will not be readily available
for explanations employing current scientific techniques. It is not considered necessary
nor possible to assume that living matter as analyzed by scientists could contain anything
considered mysterious by a chemist or a physician. Thus, the fundamental laws of physical
matter are nothing but the fundamental laws of any matter. Since the behavior of molecules,
atoms, and elementary elements is analyzed with probabilistic theories by quantum physics,
we must acknowledge the use of probabilistic estimations for the present topic as well.

Although famous scientists such as Albert Einstein (1879–1955) were unhappy with
probabilistic foundations for science (“God does not play dice”), most members of the scientific
community including such giants as Niels Bohr (1885–1962) or Werner Heisenberg (1901–1976)
accept the modern rule or probability theory. If we understand that the most basic laws of
elementary physical phenomena are probabilistic, we can acknowledge that probability
theory is essential for many special scientific fields, including medicine.
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